
Spektrum DXS Sender only

Art.Nr.: SPMR1010

Features

Spektrum™ DXS system includes transmitter plus full-range, 4-channel 
AR410 DSMX/DSM2 compatible air receiver
Supports Spektrum™ Smart Technology for Smart ESC and Smart LiPo 
battery telemetry
Transmitter LEDs display Smart LiPo flight battery status for easy voltage 
monitoring — an industry first!
Proven ergonomic design is optimized for comfort and precise, fatigue-
free control
Offers wireless trainer system capability with optional SRXL2™ DSMX
Remote Receiver (available separately)

Registration and updates are possible through a PC with optional USB 
Programming Cable (available separately)
Transmitter comes configured to provide the benefits of SAFE technology 
with compatible SAFE-equipped receivers
DXS transmitter and AR410 receiver are both fully compatible with other 
Spektrum™ DSMX systems
DXS is also available as transmitter-only, requiring a compatible receiver

  
Overview

For any RC flight enthusiast looking to strike the perfect balance between 
economy and innovative, high-end features, the 7-channel Spektrum™ DXS 
radio and AR410 4-channel receiver combine to create the ideal system. It 
offers full range control, secure DSMX interference resistance, advanced 
telemetry capabilities, and proven transmitter ergonomics for fatigue-free 
flying. The simplified setup of the DXS also gets you into the air faster, with 
less time needed for preparation and programming.

Needed to Complete

(4) AA Alkaline Transmitter Batteries

What's in the Box?

(1) Spektrum™ DXS 7-channel DSMX Radio Transmitter
(1) USB Serial Adapter



(1) Product Manual

 

DSMX TECHNOLOGY

The DXS transmitter is built around proven Spektrum™ DSMX 2.4GHz 
frequency-agile technology — the most advanced spread spectrum RC 
technology to date. By adding the agility of unique frequency shifts to the 
superior interference resistance of a wideband signal, and by limiting those 
shifts to a smaller portion of the 2.4GHz band, DSMX transmitters provide 
on-channel interference protection that's second to none.

 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN



Weight distribution, switch placement and trim switch positions have been 
optimized for comfort and fatigue-free control. An integrated handle and 
neck strap hook are included for easy carrying. Ports are provided in the 
rear battery compartment for using optional wireless trainer and PC 
programming capabilities. The SRXL2™ DSMX Remote Receiver (available 
separately) is required for wireless trainer support. Registration and 
firmware updating are possible from your PC by downloading the software 
from the DXS product page at SpektrumRC.com and using the USB 
Programming Cable (available separately).

 

FLIGHT PACK VOLTAGE MONITOR

Get essential flight battery status information at a glance from the DXS 
transmitter when using it with Smart Avian™ ESCs and Smart LiPo batteries 
(sold separately). Four green LEDs on the front of the transmitter 
communicate the flight battery voltage level. In normal operation with a 
Smart ESC and Smart battery, only one of the LEDs will glow if the battery 
is low. Two illuminate to indicate a half-charged battery, three light if the 
battery is between half and full charge, and all four shine when the flight 
battery is fully charged.

 

Produkt Eigenschaften

SPECS

Application Aircraft

Band 2.4GHz

Bind Method Bind Button

Channels 7

Frame Rate 22 Ms

Modes Mode 2



Modulation DSMX

Programmable Yes

Range Full

Rate Positions 2

Resolution 2048

Technology SAFE

Telemetry Yes

Transmitter (Tx) Battery Type 4 AA alkaline

Type Aircraft radio system

Water-Resistant No

 

PREIS:

128,70 EUR
inkl. 19 % MwSt. zzgl. Versandkosten

https://www.bay-tec.de/bay-tec-shop20/popup_content.php?coID=100

